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Pathos ClassicRemix

However, there is an alternative – the hybrid 
amplifier. By using tubes for the input or pre-
amplifier stage, but MOSFET transistors to provide 
the power output, most of  the drawbacks of  tube 
amp ownership disappear. 

Many manufacturers have tried to give us the 
best of  both worlds in this way, but few have been 
so consistently successful as Pathos Acoustics of  
Vicenza, a company that’s been a staunch advocate 

of  hybrid amplifiers ever since it started producing 
them in 1994. Compact, elegant and easy to use, the 
ClassicRemix integrated is a case in point.

Seen for the first time at the 2014 High-End 
show in Munich, the ClassicRemix is described by 
the Italian company as a ‘deep renewal’ of  one of  
its most successful and enduring hybrid amplifier 
designs, the ClassicOne. 

Now in Mk III form, the ClassicOne remains 
in the catalogue, with looks that are as classic as 
its name. With its very narrow, deep ‘shoebox’ 
shaped chassis, sporting exposed tubes at the front, 
impressive-looking red capacitors in the middle and 
a big transformer at the back – although as this is a 

Masters of amp aesthetics, Pathos Acoustics have completely reworked  
the ClassicOne to create this bold and versatile new integrated

Tube or not tube? That is the question. Many 
audiophiles and music lovers are attracted 
by the sound and style of  valves but are put 

off  by the practicalities of  maintaining an all-tube 
amplifier. So they’ve settled for solid-state instead.
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Simply elegant: ClassicRemix 
in standard finish with remote



hybrid design, it’s a mains power transformer, not an 
output transformer – the ClassicOne is really every 
inch an enthusiast’s valve amp, just scaled down a 
bit. And of  course, it’s been given a stunning visual 
aspect, with its sculpted wood front fascia. 

But with the ClassicRemix, Pathos has aimed at 
a ‘new and more ambitious’ positioning in the audio 
market. It’s intended to meet the demands of  today’s 
audiophiles and particularly younger music lovers. 
So, first of  all, the ClassicRemix had to offer further-
improved performance and sound quality. 

Secondly, it needed to include the option of  a 
digital converter to meet present and future needs for 
digital sources, an option which is provided in this 
case by the latest iteration of  the well-known Pathos 
HiDac. Thirdly, it needed to include a dedicated, 
high-quality headphone amplifier.

Last but not least, it needed a completely new 
aesthetic treatment. So with the ClassicRemix, 
you get those wonderful Pathos-logo heatsinks 

completing a compact package with two tubes just 
peeping out temptingly from the top, while the 
volume control is also an effectively graphic styling 
feature. All the other controls are discreetly but still 
accessibly placed on the recessed ‘plinth’ section 
below. From the left, there’s a standby switch with 
pilot light, a source selection button, a small display 
window, a USB port and a headphone socket. 

For source selection, that single front panel 
button cycles through all the available inputs. 
These include one pair of  XLR balanced analogue 
inputs, four single-ended analogue inputs and, if  
you have the HiDac option, coaxial S/PDIF, optical 
TOSLINK and USB digital inputs. Based on the 

Burr Brown PCM 1793 chip, the DAC will accept 
digital data up to 24-bit/192kHz. In addition to 
the A-type USB on the front panel, for temporary 
connection of  mobile devices, the back panel has 
a B-type USB to connect to your PC or Mac and 
there’s also an ethernet connection to link to your 
network (LAN). Along with the usual analogue 
inputs, there is a pair of  pre-out sockets, which give 
a volume-controlled line-level output, should you 
wish to connect an additional power amplifier.

In practice, you’ll mainly be using the Remix’s 
neat and simple remote, a slim metal device with 
the usual Pathos unlabelled buttons. As there are 
only six of  them, though, it doesn’t take long to 
learn. From the top, the buttons are for volume up 
and down, mute (always a useful feature), source 
selection, display dimming mode and standby. 

Luxury options: ClassicRemix is also available in stunning       
Zebrano Wood and gorgeous White Lacquer

Made in Italy: All Pathos products are hand-built by a team  
of dedicated engineers and craftsmen in Vicenza, Italy
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Having pressed the display key, you can then use the 
volume buttons to go through several dimming steps, 
or have the display off  completely.

Inside, the design is of  course a progression from 
the ClassicOne, with many refinements said to be 
born of  Pathos Acoustics’ long experience in hybrid 
amplifier designs. The pre-amplifier section uses a 
pair of  Electro Harmonix ECC88 (or 6922) double 
triode valves, used in differential mode one per 
channel, while the stepping volume control is based 
on two Burr Brown PGA3210 chips, again using one 
for each channel. 

The front panel volume knob really operates as 
if  it were a pair of  up and down keys – give a slight 
turn one way or the other and the level will change 
by one step of  half  a 
dB, or hold it there 
to make it change 
quickly. Except while 
selecting sources, when 
the chosen input is 
indicated briefly, the 
display will normally 
indicate the volume 
level, by showing 
a figure, between 
zero and 180, that 
represents the number 
of  half-dB steps.

With its output stage built around high-power 
MOSFET output devices, this is a big-hearted 
amplifier that comfortably exceeds its specified power 
rating of  70 watts per channel. The secret here is 
in the power supply, based on newly-designed and 
generously-rated mains transformer backed by more 
than 45,000µF of  reservoir capacitance. 

Listening to the ClassicRemix proved to be a 
wholly pleasurable experience. It seemed to have a 
particular way with the human voice, and it really 
shone with our favourite female vocalists. 

A track like Sara K’s ‘Stars’ seemed to show 
off  its best attributes. In the midrange, the singer’s 
heartfelt vocal had real depth and warmth, while 
the little extras in the percussion department 
demonstrated the amplifier’s lively, detailed and 

yet always sweet treble capabilities. Turning to 
instrumental jazz, and Miles Davis’ Kind Of  Blue, 
the fabulous atmosphere of  this legendary Columbia 
recording was immediately apparent, with a fine 
bass quality and a real sense of  swing to the opening 
‘So What’. All the soloists sounded great and once 
again, the drums and particularly the cymbal sounds 
were notably realistic. And here the Pathos amplifier 
showed its ability to give a fine, detailed sound from 
CD, while yet adding a touch of  warmth of  its own. 

This slight softening and warming-up of  the 
sound will be very welcome on many discs, and 
I soon found that quite a few recordings – ones 
that can be too bright, clinical, or just plain hard 
sounding – really benefited from this subtle form 

of  flattery. In a word, 
the Pathos didn’t 
depart too far from 
what we think of  as 
digital ‘accuracy’, yet 
it couldn’t ever sound 
cold or clinical. 

Of  course, the 
ClassicRemix doesn’t 
only play compact 
discs. Its inbuilt digital 
converter lives up 
to the expectations 
created by the 

company’s standalone DACs, and accordingly brings 
great results with high-resolution music files. Finally, 
the built-in dedicated headphone amplifier, with 
an ample rated output of  1.6 watts (32 ohms), will 
drive all modern headphones effortlessly, and gives 
excellent sound quality.

Since the DAC option adds little more than 15% 
to the cost compared with the basic version, the 
ClassicRemix HiDac is really the one to go for. As 
you can see from our pictures, although the amplifier 
comes as standard in satin black and silver, there are 
special finish options of  White Lacquer or Zebrano 
Wood, which come at a small extra charge. 

Sonically, the ClassicRemix is a bold step 
forward. And visually, though so different from the 
much-loved ClassicOne, it’s truly classic Pathos.n
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For further information, contact:
UKD Ltd, 23 Richings Way, 
Iver, Bucks SL0 9DA, 
UNITED KINGDOM 
Tel: +44(0)1753 652669
E-mail: mail@ukd.co.uk
www.ukd.co.uk

Product details:
PATHOS CLASSIC REMIX 
integrated amplifier, £2400;
PATHOS CLASSIC REMIX HiDac 
integrated amplifier with built-in 
digital converter, £2800. Add £100 for 
White or Zebrano Wood finish

Back panel: full connectivity for all modern music sources


